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ART AND POLITICS 
TOPIC 
(a) Does art need patronage? 
(b) If so, how is it to be administered in Australia today? 

i. Forms of present administration 
ii. How far does the patronage assist 

Art of quality 
Maximum public involvement in and 
appreciation of art 

iii. Is what we are producing today relevant to our 
community, or are we simply pursuing unpopular 
and pointless form and activity. 

A. Does art flourish in starvation? 
1. Chinese ceramics. 

Discussion with 

2. Augustan poets 

3. German music 

French Impressionists 

Expressionism 

Dick Richards/ 
Han Suym-
D.D. to read and 
recount on verse and 
arts of Catullus, 
Ovid, Virgil, Horace. 
Discussion of music ^ 
and arts of PachelbelJ 
Bach, Haydn,- Mozart, / 
Beethoven-- with J 
Henry Krips. 
Monet 
Pissaro 
Renoir 
Van Gogh 
Gaagmnv 

B. Australian Art Today 
Kym Bonython 
Richard Meale 
David Williamson 
Beoff Dutton 

C. Administration 
Jean Battersby 
Cliff Pugh 
Bert Tucker 
Margaret Roadknight 

Contrast 
German experience 
Herbert Hajek c 
Gunther Grassj 
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D. What are we producing? 
Brian Medlin 
Mikis Theodorakis 
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Name Discussion 
Group 

Address : 

I i -f'tj'' 
"k 

Mrs. M.Armitage , . 
Mr. L.L.Auadio 
Mr. P.Anderaon 

-iMr. D.J.Barker 
Mr. T.Bishop 

Mrs. H. Brown . ' 
Mrs. J. Batty 

Professor J. Colmer 
Mr. Harvey Collins 

Professor B.L.poghlan 

Mr. L.C.Dayman 
Mr. I. Davidson 
Miss M. Day .... 

Mr. John Edmund 
Dr. B.R.Elliott 

Mrs. E.M.Fisher 

Mrs. I. Guy 
Professor D.G-alliver 
Mr. B. Gregory-

Mrs. L. Harrison 
jMr. D. Hursthouse 

Mrs. B. Kennedy 
Mrs. D. Kirkland 
Mr.-. J. Leigh 

Mrs. P. Macfarlane 
Mrs. A. Mulliner 
Mr. F.H.Mares 
Mr. J . McDonnell 
Mrs. V7. Major 
Dr. H. Medlin 
Mrs. B. Marcus 

Theatre 
. Opera/Ballet/Mu.sic 
Writing/Publishing 

Theatre 
Visual Arts 

Theatre 
Writing/Publishing 

Writing/Publishing 
Op era/Balle t/ltiu sii c 

Theatre 
Film 

x Theatre 

Theatre 
Writing/Publi shing 

Writing/Publishing 

Theatre 
Opera/Ballet/ilusic 
Visual Arts 
Theatre 
Theatre 

Opera/Ballet/Music 
Theatre 
Theatre 

Visual Arts 
Theatre 
Theatre 
Opera/Ballet/Music 
Opera/Ballet/llfusic 
Theatre 
Theatre 

53,Swaine Av.,Rose Park, S.A. 
ABC Concert Dept.Gawler Place. 
Arts Council of S.A. 

22,North East Rd.Walkerville. 
S.A.School of Art,Stanley St., 

North Adelaide. 
17,Rosslyn Av. ,Manningham. 
3,Gilbertson Rd.Seacliff Park. 

Dept. of English,Univ/Adelaide 
3,Gloucester Place,Wellington 

Sq.Nth.Adelaide. 
Dept.of German, Univ/Adelaide 

17,Pepper St., Magill. 
33,Longv7ood Rd.Heathfield. 
14,G-ilbert St.Norwood. 

Theatre "62",Rowland Rd.Hilton 
English De£t. Univ/Adelaide. 

19, Burton Av., Parkholme. 

Adelaide Festival of Arts. 
Dept.of Music,Univ/Adelaide. 
S.A.School of Art,Nth.Adelaide. 

6l, Doming St. Hove. 
Theatre "62",Rowland Rd.Hilton. 

591,Morphett Rd.Seacombe Gdns. 
53,Marine^Parade, Seacliff. 
44, John St., Eastvrood. 

Summit &oad, Stirling. 
8, Pankala Rd. Para Hills. 
English Dept., Univ/Adelaide. 
Flinders University. 
Braeside Ave., Seacombe Heights 
Physics Dept. Univ/Adelaide. 
Arts Council of S.A. 

, over 
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Name Discussion 
Group Address 

Mrs. C. Neck 

Mr. M.F.Page 
Mr. A. A. Philpot 
Mr. G. M. Pullan 

Mr.|A. Roberts 
Mr.• C.J.Reuter 

Mrs. K.Steele Scott 
Miss D. Simpson 
Mrs. E.Sharman 
Mr. G. Samstag 
Mrs. M. Sinclair 

Mrs. M, L. Thiersch 
Mr, F. Tahourdin 
Mrs, P. Tahourdin 
Mrs. J. Tanner 

Lady Wilson 
Mrs. E. West 
Mr, D.A.Whiteloek 

Film 

Writing/Publishing 
Visual Arts 
Film 

Visual Arts 
Theatre 

Opera/Ballet/Musio 
Opera/Ballet/Music 
Film 
Visual Arts 
Visual Arts 

Theatre 
Opera/Ballet/Music 
Writing/Publishing 
Visual Arts 

Op e ra/Bal1e t/Mus ic 
Theatre 
Writing/Publishing 

Adelaide, S.A. 

Rigby Ltd.,James PI.Adelaide 
Institute of Technology,S.A. 
34,Reece Av. Klemzig. 

134,Molesworth St. Nth:.Adel. 
Adelaide Univ.Dramatic Soc. 

286,Goodwood Rd.Clarence Pk. 
18, Newton To. Enfield. 
Education Department, S.A. . 
S.A.School of Art. Nth.Adel. 
3,Marine Parade, Seacliff. 

.14,Brougham Court, Nth.Adel. 
1, Barker Grove,Toorak Gdns. 
1, Barker Grove,Toorak Gdns. 
8, Brookside Rd.Springfield. 

79t Tusmore Av. Tusmore. 
53)Marine Parade,Seacliff. 
Dept.Adult Education, 

University of Adel, 
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by F. J. Potter, M.L.C., . . ; 
representing the Premier of ". 
South Australia. 
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• It is with a great deal of pleasure, that I have been . 
asked to represent the Honourable the Premier.this'evening for'the 
.^purpose of declaring open this Seminar on Government Aid' to the Arts. 

i • • " " • : ' • ' 

When we talk about Government aid it must be remembered 
that we live under a Federal system. At the present time, perhaps- • 
more than any other State, the South Australian;Government is increas- -
,ingly reliant on the Federal Government for finance and, -indeed, a veiy 
critical' /situation.- is developing in this c'ountry with regard, to Common-
wealth-State financial arrangements. .'•.., . -

I 

I 

It is undoubtedly true that Australian Governments have 
been less anxious to promote the arts than .countries iri'Europe and 
America.. There still exists the idea that 'those people who want 'to 
enjoy art in all its forms should be prepared for it. -It-as. true that 
only a very small percentage of the' community (I have ̂ hearA it as low 
as 2%)• are real enthusiasts for and regular supporters of'the theatre. 
In Australia the general public does'not 'regard art as essential. This 
is a regrettable situation and I would think the only way to change it 
is through a steady and developing programme.of cultural education de-
signed to produce a more enlightened and imaginative public. "This will 
take time and effort but will eventually generate the enthusiasm needed 
throughout the whole community. It'is only top apparent .that the en-
thusiasm for the arts that one findst in the European countries is _sadly 
lacking here. / > , . . ..' ' 

I am pleased to see' that oiie of the principles for the 
allocation of funds agreed upon by the' recently appointed Council fpr 
the Arts is the extension of work aimed-to bring school children and 
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yoiing people into contact with theatrical performances of the highest . 
quality. The interest and support of young people in the community 
can be infectious, lifting, in time, the. whole level of public aware-
ness of its values. . - ' 

The subject of the Seminar is Government Aid to the Arts. 
I want to stress the v/ord aid. It,will be a sorry day if we have 
the State actually seating out to run artistic enterprises. Such a 
programme would be doomed to failure." On the other hand it is asking 
too much for Governments to extend a blank cheque even to very"'respons^ 
ible bodies such as the Council for the Arts. Governments mustxwork by 
budgeting for expenditure and raising the necessary revenue by taxation. 
One comes quickly to learn that the Treasury officials want to' actually ' 
see, and know what they are getting for their money. . You have to face 
the fact that intangible, cultural-sbenefits are not easily 'demonstrated. 

« f . . - ' " • • ' • ' . • -» 

* - I want to touch on what State 'Governments^can best do to 
assist. To'be .successful, Government aid'-must be co-ordinated on the 

: Federal and State level. No doubt Mr. Dutton will tell you of-what he 
hopes will emerge from the expenditure, of Federal Governmentfmonies 
through the agency^ of the- Council for the Arts.' ' I believe the best 
'contribution that can be made at a State level is the provision of 
'•capital'for the construction of proper facilities'! for propagation of the 
• arts. " The States have by and large done well withHhe establishment 
of Art Galleries, and State Libraries. There have,been regrettable lags 

•'from time to time in the. improvement of such facilities,but I think 
there has at. least always been ari awareness of 'the need to provide and 
extend these services. . The same sense of need for helping the perform-
ing, arts has not been present and even when Governments have been stirred 
to action, the results have not been as happy .as they might- have been. 
,The Sydney Opera House when it is finished may be one of the most mag-
nificent buildings in the world but I am sure that the Council for the 
Arts could have done more for the nation if they had had the millions 
tof dollars spent on the Opera House placed at their disposal. 

.̂.'.. V" .'•' ' ' The South Australian' Government is at present actively 
' pursuing the matter of the building of a Festival Hall. There has been 
a lot of trouble about"the site but the difficulties and controversies 

''which have arisen' on this one aspect have not shaken the desire or 
determination of .the Government to push on with the project. A half a 
million dollars has been'put aside this year as an initial contribution 
towards the cost and I am-informed that the Adelaide City Council has 

, approved of the site suggested by the Premier, subject to financial 
arrangements being concluded. , 
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The previous State Government obtained a report from a 
Mr. DeGaetani on a proposed Festival centre for South Australia. That 
report contained three main headings. He dealt first with the setting 
up of a Performing Arts Council A South Australia. He then dealt with 
a proposal to build a performing arts centre and fipally dealt, with a-
site^for such centre. At the last state Election the then Premiejr, 
Mr. Dunstan, undertook in his Policy Speech to seek ways and mean3 to 
implement the recommendations of the report. Mr. Dunstan stressed'that 
the establishment of a performing arts centre would require financial 
support not only from the State Government'but from the Commonwealth' 
Government, from the Adelaide City Council and public subscription. 
It has not been sufficiently understood by the public that Mr. De&ae-
tani' s report was based on aid being available^from the Commonwealth 
Government. This is specifically stated in the report and £is in-
vestigation and approach assumed that aid would be forthcoming. That 
Commonwealth assistance was not made available and consequently the 
whole complexion of the matter was'-.,altered. The present Government, 
when it came to office, took the view that it had a responsibility to 
try and.ensure that South Australia had a Festival Hall as quickly as 
possible, and it still holds this view. I stress that'the hall is to 
be a multi-purpose hall as a nucleus for a proposed cultural centre. 
It is not to be erected in lieu of the cultural centre but the other 
facilities which were envisaged will have to come later. Whether they 
are erected adjacent to the proposed multi purpose hall (and the site 
is big enough for this, to be done) or whether they are decentralized 
somewhat will have to be considered when the time comes.- The immediate 
objective is to build a hall and to this end the Government will not 
only provide the major part of the construction costs but has offered 
§40,000 p'er year towards the running costs for the first 10 year's. I 
think everyone here tonight will agree that at a time when the State is 
desperately short of capital but for revenue and development purposes 
this was a very fair and generous proposal. It is surely doing its part 
in a-very practical way to assist fostering the arts in this State.; 

: / I have not- come here tlii3 evening to deliver a paper at 
your Seminar but merely to officially dteclare your deliberations open-. \ 
This I now do and trust that in your deliberations you will be able to 
come up with some answers to the various problems which will be raised 
as a result of your discussions on this most important topic. ', 



INTRODUCTION^TO GEOFFREY DUTTON'S PAPER 

- • 1 . • t by Professor B'-.L.D'.Coghlan-
. • Department of German, The University of 

. Adelaide. Vice-President of the Arts 
. Council (S.A.Division). 

°ne must resist temptation: nry function tonight is not 
•to give a lecture on the set topic hut to introduce Mr. Geoffrey Dutton 
who, as a member of the new Australian Council for the Arts, is in a 
position to tell us what is happening now and what will be happening in 
the course of the next few years. In introducing him to you, however, 
1 should like to set the scene, not only for his remarks but also for 
the discussions which will follow. 

With Government Aid for the Arts so much in the air at 
the present time it might be thought that optimism could be justified 
Cautious optimism possibly; congratulations of amy sort certainly not. 
Ihe iirst tentative moves have been made; nothing more. At the outset 
it must be stressed that Australia has a singular record of parsimony 
and mean-spiritedness in its attitude to the Arts. I will cite merely 
two examples which indicate this. If I take the cases of v7est Germany 
and Austria it is not because these countries form the basis of my 
.professional discipline but because in their different ways thfey place 
Australia m a gather curious light. Let me be quite explicit: I take 
West Germany because as an affluent and rapidly progressing national 
community she is strictly comparable with Australia in terms of weSth 

£ ? t f r Z i J ^ S P e r i t y ; : i e s t (rerman^'s population is upwards of 
fifty-five million Australia's is twelve million. Any figures given 
for Germany's aid to the Arts need only be divided by fiVe, ff one Is 
xn a charitable mood, to make possible a practical and revealing com-
parison with Australia. Austria, on the other hand, is in Europe^ and 



and Australian North American terms, one of the poorer countries." 
Largely mountainous, economically in an artificially unfavourable 
situation because of political events in recent decades, Austria has 
had a hard time of it. ever since 1918. Her present modest prosperity 
and stability have been achieved with much difficulty, patience 'and ' 
effort. In terms of affluence public and private she is not in the 
same category as Australia. -

Here, then, are some figures taken directly from state-
ments provided by the appropriate diplomatic representatives of-these 
two countries in Canberra. I give the details as cold facts and with-
out moodful introduction. ' ; 

Germany first 

"Financial aid for the arts within the Federal Republic 
of Germany comes from Laender, Districts and Cities, but not from the 
Federal Government, which finances only external activities to any ' 
significant degree. 

. . ,'. T h e federal Statistical Office - states that total direct 
and laentifiable allocation for the arts from Laender, Districts and-
Cities for 1967 was $^338,000,000. This, however, does not include 
financial aid given to arts indirectly through teaching of music, art, 

™ ® c h o o l s a n d universities. This aid would be part of ' 
• the 582,000,000 allocated by states for education. Breakdown 
noravfilablerti°n ° f ^ a s s i s t a n c e devoted to teaching of arts is 

. In addition, arts receive"considerable financial help" 
irorn TV and radio stations which maintain their own orchestras, sub-
sidise other orchestras, and pay high performing fees for ballet, 
opera, plays and musicians. . . . - ' . 

p r t, . . P^ivateenterprise also makes'financial contribution to 
arts, but figures of financial assistance by TV, radio and private 
enterprise are not known." ' , 1 

Nov; for'Austria - . V 

"In the budget for the financial"year 1968 (Financial 
year - Calendar year) about $A3,500,000 have been provided in the 
estimates of the Federal Ministry for Education and the Furthering of 
the Arts. (Visual arts, music and literature.) The expenditure on 
museums in 1968 will amount to about $A2,030 , 0.00. . &A1,365,000 has been 
estimated for the Court choir (Hofmusikkapelle). $A4,025,000 are te 
be spent on Art Academies and Schools. The costs of Austrian cultural 



institutes amount to almost $A12,635)000 and federal drama is being 
subsidized, to the extent of $A15,453)500. 

In addition to the money provided by the Federal Government 
for the Furthering of the Arts in the broader sense considerable 
amounts are spent by individual State Governments for the same purpose 
Heire, Vienna again spends most for these purposes. The considerable 
sums spent by organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce (industri-
ellenverband) .the Council . df Trade Unions and other organizations on 
such projects could also be mentioned here. Unfortunately the Con- ' 
sulate does not have the actual figures." 

These figures,, both the German and the Austrian, place 
Australia in a humiliating light: Australia provides at present 
rather more "than one million dollars per year by way of encouragement 
to the Arts. It needs to be stressed again and again that this coun-
try is wealthy, advanced and powerful. It is not a second-rate 
colonial dependence which needs to wait for others to set the example 
and lead the wiay. It is time Australia made up its mind in its own 
terms what it needs--and what it can do. It need no longer look 
anxiously and nervously to English or American example; it need not, 
as it were, nervously ask permission or seelc assurance before going 
;ahead in its own way. Our opening speaker, Mr. Frank Potter, remind 
ed us very properly that this matter-is above politics; he showed us 
how clearly financial support for the Arts is the province of both 
parties and of whatever - government happens t'o be in power at any given 
point. And he told us fairly and correctly that the responsibility 
is in Canberra at', the seat of federal power and in the depths of the 
federal purse. Mr. Potter's apolitical example encourages'me to quote 
yesterday's leading article from "The Australian"; I say 'encourages' 
because the article begins \7ith the politically charged vfords 
'Mr. Whitlam...' Let us hear, however, what Mr. T/hitlam in non-
political mood, ha3 to: say. . ' 

"Mr. Whitlam says it is time we admitted frankly that 
governments must be the main support of the arts:.Lord 
Willis says that one of the most important arts - television • 

. shouldrsee its role as to stimulate or shock.- No doubt there 
will be many of our right-thinking citizens as usual prepared 
todenounce them both as dangerous subversives. 

Just as so many Australians have, in Mr. Whitlam's 
words, -;"an underlying, if ;unspok'en, idea that artists... 
should -labor for love, rather than lucre," they have 
another, just as strong, that the fruits of an artist's 



7. 
labor should be pleasing to all, disturbing to none. The 
recurring outcries over the ABC's modest efforts at con-
troversy are striking evidence of the belief. 

Australia has yet to produce a government with the 
interest in cultural development, or the degree of plain en-
lightenment, that allows it to proclaim a belief in patronage 

% •of the arts without insistence on conformity in the results. 

Mr. Gorton's Australian Council for the Arts has had 
no time to demonstrate anything about its .intentions but, by 
its charter, it will be severely limited in scope - certainly 
unable to formulate and press the type of policies Lord Willis 
has suggested, involving such things as protective tariffs 
and incentive bounties. 

Such an approach will come only from the recognition 
at the highest levels of government that the arts have as much 
of a part in national development as road-building - even if 
it means being saddled with a bureaucratic label like 
Mr. Whitlam's "Ministry of Cultural Affairs". 

The message from all this is clear. Surely 
Australia, advancing and developing as it is, can at the very least • 
emulate the example of Austria - which has only two-thirds the popula-
tion of Australia, nothing like Australia's resources, and is situated 
m one of the most difficult and problematic areas of the present day 
world. Let me remind you again of what is perhaps the key figure in 
the Austrian statistics: $A15,453,500 for the theatre. 

So much then by way of establishing the climate 
and setting the scene. Mr. Geoffrey Dutton, who will now address us, ' 
is of course familiar with all these facts. It must give us great con-
fidence to know that he is close to the centre of present deliberations 
on the future of the Arts in Australia. For Geoffrey Button is known 
not only as lecturer and scholar, publisher and traveller, but as a 
hard-headed, courageous and outspoken protagonist in many a good and 
sometimes unpopular cause. . We can be confident that what we shall 
now hear vail be of the same order. . Wd welcome him to this Seminar, 
are confident that he will have much straight fact and practical 
suggestion with which to stimulate our discussions, and we are most 
grateful to him for joining us here tonight. 

oOo 



THE PROSPECTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS. 

• - j - ;1' bv G-eoffrey Dutton 
Member of the Council. 

Before one becomes involved in any discussion of the 
relation between Government and the Arts, one has to ask how vital the 
Arts are to the .community. Are the Arts a luxury or an essential? With 
artists themselves, the question does not arise. For the artist, they 
are an essential which, alas, almost never becomes a luxury. The music-
ian composes and thevpainter paints because he has to, even though there 
are dozens of more reliable and better paid employments. In Kenneth . 
Slessor's memorable phrase, writing poetry is "a pleasure out of hell". 
An ancient Irish poet put it another way: 

•, I and Pangur Ban, my cat, 
'Tis the same thing we are at. 
Chasing mice is his delight, 

.. • ' Chasing words I sit all night. 

;''""" For the general public, however, there seems at first 
to be nothing essential about the Arts. They are what you do for pleas-
ure, or when you aren't doing something else, or when you're bored. 
Sometimes it is a disaster. There have been certain amateur dramatic 
performances, for example, which, to invert Slessor's phrase, were a 
hell "out of pleasure. In these cases the public stays away next time,, 
-or"watches T.V., or goes to bed early. The patronage of art % the 
public remains a voluntary, do-it-yourself job. 

• * 

» Australia is- big enough and primitive enough for this 
situation still to be true of many things that are thought of by city 
people as essential public utilities. There are plenty of people in 
Australia who have to get.their water from their own tank, maJce light 
with their own lamps, and dig a hole for something called an earth-
closet. This does not mean that anyone in the community doubts that 
there should be an Engineering and Water Supply Department, or a State 



Electricity Trust. It is merely accepted that there are amateurs and 
professionals in the field. 

This is not true of the creation and production of the Arts, 
particularly the performing Arts. .People who pay a lot of money for 
tickets to a ballet,, an opera, a musical comedy or a symphony concert, 
expect a professional performance. People who support a local amateur 
repertory- theatre, or who go to a school break-up concert, expect an,, 
amateur performance. (Sometimes they may get one of professional 
standard). But until recently In Australia veiy few people have bother-
ed to ask how professional artists, by which I mean both the creators 
and the performers, manage to support themselves. Y/hereas millions of 
dollars are spent, quite rightly, every year on insuring decent working 
conditions and wages for electricians and sewage engineers, only a very 
small number of artists are given even the worker's first entitlement 
which is a full time job. 

Moreover, when the Government does give a certain amount of 
financial support for the Arts, many people ejqpect a theatre, for in-
stance, to make a profit, something never expected of the Main Roads 
Board or the Engineering and Water Supply Department. The theatre in 
West Germany is one of the most heavily and successfully subsidised in 
the world, and there a return of 30fo from box office receipts is all 
that is required. 

However, it is not money that determines whether the Arts 
are regarded as an essential or a luxury. Those countries that have 
given the greatest impetus to the life and history of mankind have al-
ways been those that for religious or secular reasons have regarded 
art as essential. If money was needed, it was always found, often at 
the expense of what are now regarded as essential public utilities. When 
a Renaissance Florentine housewife had finished her washing up she 
pitched the slops out the window. But she walked to market past 
Michelangelo's "David". ... ' " • . ; ' . 

In those days patronage came from the rich, from kings and 
popes and princes, and later from steel magnates and railway tycoons, 
and later still from the Foundations, Ford or Rockefeller. But. even in 
the U.S.A. those sources are drying up, 'and more and more patronage is 
coming from central or local governments. In the Communist countries, 
of course, all patronage comes from the.State, and in the'Performing 
Arts, this has lead to some of the highest standards in the world,such 
as those of the Berliner Ensemble or the Bolshoi Ballet. .;' = 

In the creative field this is not always so, as anyone 
would agree who had the misfortune to see the monster exhibition of 
Soviet Art in Moscow last year, to celebrat<3<-the 50th anniversary of the 
October Revolution. Yet creative artists, whether they be playwrights 
or composers or poets, need money>on-which to live^ and a professional 
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community in which to work, and if neither private ror public patronage 
supplies these essentials, there will be an inevitable falling off in 
professional standards, and without high professional standards of cre-
ation, production and criticism, no country can have any art that is 
worth while. Amateurs are essential at all stages in the Arts, in both 
senses of the -word, the more French sense of one who has a taste for 
anything, and the.usual sense of one who likes to cultivate anything as 
a pastime, one who likes,to dabble. A professional, on. the other hand, 
is not just someone who makes a profession of what others follow as a 
pastime, and who gets paid for.it, but one who is prepared to devote a 
life time to the raising of standards. In all branches of the Arts, 
and not only in the Arts, Australia is desperately lacking in profess-
ionals. ' 

There are occasions when Art seems to be both an essential 
and a luxury. A family who cannot live in a house without something on 
the walls may buy a reproduction of a Nolan because they cannot afford 
an original. This is a pretty regular situation. Similarly people nay 
wait for a book to appear.in paperback because they cannot afford it in 
the original hardback. But this is really only a variation of. buying 
cheap or expensive tickets at the theatre. These people still go. They 
still regard art as essential. 

The only way in which a country can- prove it regards art as 
essential is to pay, for it. True, the voluntary principle remains.-Even 
in Communist countries the'State does not force people to queue for tic-
kets outside the theatre. But the fact that the State pays for the 
theatre-is only part of the answer. The people who are queuing, whether 
outside The Old Vic in London or the Moscow Art Theatre, are queuing 
because they have been educated and brought up in a tradition of regard-
ing theatre as essential. The same, applies to support of any of the 
Arts. A house is empty without books, and a-city is a shell without 
theatre. 

v .. But it may be argued that what the Arts need is not Govern-
ment patronage, or an educated audience, but the imagination, dedication 

. ;and enthusiasm of those who produce the arts. A Children's' Theatre, a 
literary magazine or a Chamber Music organisation may achieve outstand-
ing success, and even survive year after year without any (Government 
assistance at all. In fact it may even collapse when its warm hands 
are clasped by the icy mechanical fingers of the institutionalised 
bureaucrat. 

Yet there is less danger in the artist being.corrupted by 
patronage, whether state or private, than in his being unable to make 
full use of his talents. Much of the greatest art of the world has been 
•commissioned, and often small individual or communal projects that could 
have developed into something exciting and enduring have faded away 
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through lack of financial support. There can "be no argument at all 
about the big things,' symphony orchestras, ballet, opera and large 
scale drama theatre. They're just too expensive for any body but a 
'government (local or central) to support, with a few exceptions, mostly 
' in America'. One does not need to give any more illustrations than 
•Goven't Garden /'which cost £2^ million last year, or the National 
Theatre 'In London, which cost £306,000. 

•'.. " • i 
One can be aware of all the dangers of state monopoly,. 1 

bureaucracy, and the perpetuation of an existing artistic establishment, 
and;still applaud the announcement of the formation of the Australian 
Council for the Arts, public proof that the Government of Australia re-
gards the Arts as essential, and not a private luxury. It should be , 
said immediately that, there were already existing at this stage the , 
Commonwealth Literary Fund, the Australian Broadcasting Commission,• 
The Art Advisory Board and The Music Board, which were dispensing 
different amounts and types of assistance to Australian artists. 

The late Prime Minister, Mr. Harold Holt, deserves the credit 
for the establishment of the Council for the Arts. On the 1st November, 
1967, he announced in Parliament that the Government had decided to 
establish an Australian Council for the Arts to be its financial agent 
and advisor on the Performing Arts and other activities connected with 
the Arts in general. The Government for some time had been actively 
considering ways to increase, at national level, commonwealth patronage 
of the Arts without creating a monolithic structure which could inhibit 
the free play of our cultural interests and enthusiasms at all levels. 
The intention was that at this stage the Council would be concerned 
primarily with the Performing -'•rts, but it should not be assumed that 
the concept of an all embracing Council had been rejected. The decis-
ion meant that Government financial assistance for the Arts in general 
would in future be given through two main channels: , 

1. The new Council, which will be concerned with-the 
Theatre Arts (drama, opera and ballet) and film-
making for Television with an educational and 
cultural emphasis. • * • •• 

2.'Existing agencies i.e. the Australian Broadcasting 
Commission, the recently'formed Music Board, the ^ 
Commonwealth Art Advisory Board and the Commonwealth 
Literary Fund. . t 

Mr, Holt added "The inclusion of film-making for television in the 
activities to be covered by the new Council is not a substitute .for full 
consideration by the Government of submissions it/has reoeived for the 
establishment of a Film Corporation to assist the film industry at 
large*. It was made quite clear that the.new Council would not be 
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responsiblevfor financing capital works for the Arts. The Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust should remain as a servicing organisation and entrepreneur, 
continuing its fund raising activities in the States. 

Dr. H. C". Coombs was appointed Chairman of the Council, and 
the initial meeting, of the Council was held on the 8th July, 1968. The 
Council consists of Mr. Pfeter Coleman, a N.S.W. M.L.A. and former 
editor of The Bulletin; Mrs. V. J. Erwin, wife of the Government Whip 
and engaged in drama activities in Victoria; Mrs. Mary Houghton, of 
Tasmania, who has been active in a variety of works connected with the 
Arts in her area of Tasmania; Mr. Barry Jones, lecturer at Monash Uni-
versity' and well known T.V. performer; Dr. Karl Langer, of Brisbane, 
who is well_known for many activities connected with the Arts in Queens-
land; Professor K. C. Masterman, Professor of Drama at the.Australian 
Natj^nal University; Miss Elizabeth Archdale, headmistress of Abbotts-
leigh Girls School, in Sydney; Mrs. Jean , Bradley, of University of 
Western Australia; and myself. For better or for worse, I am the only 
practitioner of the Arts on the Council. 

It has still not been decided whether the Council has been 
established as a statutory body or as a Committee operating under terms 
of reference. It would probably be far preferable for the Council to 
be established as" a statutory body, but this matter is still under dis-
cussion. The Council has appointed a full-time executive officer, and 
there is a small staff. The Council X7ill have its own headquarters in 
Sydney. It i3 envisaged that the Council will, from time to time, hold 
its meetings in other States so as to hear as. many opinions as. possible 
on the-requirements in different areas in Australia. 

As the Council was established before the appropriations 
for the 1968-69 Budget, it was necessary to apply for funds before the 
first meeting in July. The Council asked for a figure of $2,300,000. 
In fact the Government has launched the Council on a'figure of 
$lg- million. Although this figure of .fil-g- million does not indicate 
the total aid given by the Government to the Arts in-Australia, since 
further funds axe channelled through the A.B.C., the Commonwealth 
Literary Fund, and other agencies, it is interesting to compare the 
Australian figures with that of some overseas countries. Britain gives 
a total of $30,400,000 to thê  Arts, consisting of $15i" million to the 
Arts.Council, about $13,700,000*for the running costs of national 
museums'and galleries,- and $774,000 to the British Film Institute. The 
Arts Council of Great Britain supports music, opera, ballet, drama, 
literature, painting and sculpture. 

The Canada Council was set up with an initial allotment of 
$100,000,000, half of this to be used for university capital grants 
with both the interest and capital to.be spent within ten years; and 
half as an endowment fund, the revenue only to be expended.•• In addit-
ion, Canada has a Canadian( National Film Board which was established 
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to initiate and promote the production and distribution of films in the 
national interest. 

. The United States spends $>7 million on the national endowment 
for the Arts, and another $7 million on the Kennedy Centre Building. 
However, in addition to these amounts, many States make contributions 
to thje Arts in the U.S.A., and the largest amount of assistance comes 
from private foundations, trusts and personal gifts and. bequests--which 
supply many millions of dollars each year. • . 

France spends $98,300,000 a year, which includes certain, 
capital expenditures. $33 million goes to Arts and Letters.. ... .'? 

West G-ermany spends $338 million dollars on the Arts, and in 
addition the Arts receive financial help from T.V. and radio, stations 
which maintain orchestras etc. Substantial contributions are also made 
to festivals such as Bayreuth and Bach, and the Goethe and Schiller 
Memorials, and Goethe Houses. This money comes from States, districts, 
and cities. There is no central federal body for the administration of 
internal cultural affairs. The Germans of course have a very long tra-
dition of the States supporting the Arts, in particular the theatre. 

Austria spends $23,800,000 a year on.the Arts, channelled 
through the Ministry of Education. About half-of this figure is spent 
on State theatres. . , 

Denmark spends $34 million, this figure including contribu-
tions of $4§- million to the Royal Theatre and Royal Danish Ballet, , 
$2,200,000 to private theatres, $9 million to orchestras and $5,100,000 
to the Government Arts Fund contribution to painters, poets, sculptors, 
composers, authors, etc. 

. Sweden spends $16,133,000, this figure comprising $1,106,000 
in grants and remunerations to artists, $324,000 for purchase of art. for 
Government buildings, $9,813,000 for theatre subsidies, $2,019,000 for 
music subsidies, $37,000 subsidies to journals, and $2,834,000 for 
higher artistic subsidies. 4 

Norway spends about $6^ million, Italy about $12 million. 

The Netherlands spends $16,647,000, this figure comprising 
$2,140,000 to theatre and letters, $5,063,000 to Art Galleries and 
Museums, $5,791,000 to music and dance, $553,000 to sculpture and 
architecture, $745,000 to films, $615,000 to art education, and $1,740,000 
to other expenses including the national advisors council for the arts. 
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New Zealand, through its Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council 
spends $494,000 (N.Z.) and in addition spends $32,226 on general ad-
ministration of the Council. 

I have not been able to get any figures for the expenses 
of Arts in Eastern European countries, but in proportion they would be 
nearer the Wiest German figure than those of other countries, let alone 
Australia 63r New Zealand. It is hard to break down exactly what money 
is spent on the Arts in, for example, the Soviet Union, as the direct 
expenditure an the opera, drama theatre and ballet is only part of the 
picture. For instance, the'Writers' union receives enormous sums of 
money in royalties from sales of the classics published by the State 
publishing houses. The Russians have many institutions for liaison 
betwfeen education and the Arts, not only for the training of dancers, 
actors, and so on, but also establishments such as the House of Child-
ren's Literature, which exists to bring children into close touch with 
publishers and writers of children's literature, and v/here a large staff 
is employed analysing the response of children to current children's 
publications. Again, the Russians have a formidable organisation to 
bring translations of foreign plays and books to Soviet audiences. A very 
large number of translators, in and out of many languages, have regular 
and highly paid employment. There is a quarterly magazine, each issue 
running to about 300 pages, called Foreign Literature, which translates 
new works from all over the world. 

N. 

Comparisons with other countries make Australia's entry 
'into the field of Government support for the Arts seem pretty half-
hearted. Nevertheless, it is a start, and $i§- million is a great deal 
better than nothing. But there is no doubt that all members of the Coun-
cil for the Arts will be doing their utmost to persuade both politicians 
and the people of Australia that the Arts require a great deal more money 
than has been allocated in the initial Budget. 

Although the Council is a Federal body, a top priority 
from its establishment has b een to examine new proposals for common-
wealth-state co-operation in the field of the Arts. Some of the states, 
particularly N.S.W., already have done something for the Arts. N.S.W. 
has an..Advisory Committee on cultural grants, appointed by the Deputy 
Premier and Minister for Education and Science, to recommend grants for 
the distribution of the budgetery allocation for "grants for cultural, 
-literary, musical, dramatic and artistic activities". The figures'for 
this year total" $214,200 of which $31,250 go to Art; $35,800 to music, 
$5,750 to ballet; $86,750 to drama theatre; $10,000 to literature; and 
$44,650 to miscellaneous* items such a,s the Arts Council of Australia, 
N.S.W. branch towards the cost of touring opera, ballet and drama in 
the country. The N.S.Y/. cultural grants are given to a very wide 
variety of worthy causes, such as $200 to the Gunnedah Eisteddfod, 
$200 to'the Broken Hill Philharmonic Society, and §200 to the Denili-
quin Dramatic Club, just to take a few random examples. It is obvious 
that a Commonwealth Council cou]^ "0+ r̂ rcsibly involve itself in such 
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a detailed expenditure. 

In the very important field of capital expenditure, the : 
States are already constructing things like the Melbourne Cultural Centre 
and the Sydney Opera House, and, we devoutly hope, before too long, a 
South Australian Cultural Centre. Thus Commonwealth aid to drama, . 
ballet,- opera and so on will be.measurably enhanced in its-effectiveness 
with the providing of suitable theatres for the perfornances. 

At their first meeting the Council decided that their most 
urgent priorities, as well as investigating the field of Commonwealth-
State relations, were to set up two Committees, one to examine the pre- . 
sent state of professional drama theatre in Australia, and the other to 
examine the current situation and possible development of film-making 
for television in Australia. The terms of reference of the Drama 
Committee were to suggest ways and means by which the Council, within 
the limits of its budgetary capacity, might be able to assist in the 
immediate future in: 

(a) raising the level and quality of current work in drama; 
(b) extending the range of audiences participating in this work; 
(c) developing the output of and demand for the work f̂; Aus-

tralian playwrights. 

Further, to suggest a longer term programme for development suitable for 
a period of three to five years. Further, to consider whether and if 
so to what extent, the Council should devote resources to non-professional 
theatre groups, and if so by what means best use could be made of the re-
sources available. Further, to plan a comprehensive survey of the 
theatre in Australia, professional and amateur. Further, to put forward 
for the Council's consideration, suggestions for visits of overseas 
groups and companies which might add significantly to Australian theatri-
cal experience, and to suggest possible Australian groups and Australian 
plays which might be considered for overseas tour when opportunities 
arise. 

In the case of the film committee, although the Government 
has asked the Council to concern itself initially with film-making as 
a basis for television programmes, th§ Council recognises that such 
films will generally be produced within an industry organised to pro-
duce .films covering the widest possible range. As well as the establish-
ment of these Committees, the Council has invited a very wide range of 
experts to submit their ideas for discussion by the Committee, and var-
ious experts are also being asked to present their•views personally be-
fore the Committees. The intention all along is to make the 'Council's 
activities as public and as flexible as possible. 
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The Council's priorities are partly determined by the fact 
that both ballet and opera a$e fairly well .established as a going con-
cern, and therefore all preliminary efforts should be focussed on drama 
theatre and film. . 

f \ . • ... " 

• • • The ̂ principles for'the allocation of funds are: 

.1. for the present, grants should be made only to organisations in the 
performing arts - i.e* applications arising from film, television 
arid the other arts should be deferred pending the outcome of the re-
ports from the various Committees of the Council. 

2. Grants should first be made to support, at existing levels of 
• '•• operation, - organisations at present receiving support from the 
• Commonwealth. 

3. Proposed expansions and the scale of their activity should be con-
sidered along with other applications. 

Grants should be directed primarily to the development of profess-
" ional performance, and should, therefore, go primarily to wholly 
; , professional groups, to others for the purpose of increasing their 
professional content, or to organisations providing them with pro-

• fes'sional help or services. 

5. High priority should be given to. supporting and developing facili-
, ties for professional training in the Performing Arts, for directors, 

.: .. artists, technical and administrative staff. 

6. Priority should be given to the extension, in association with the 
. ,. States, and Territories, of work to bring school children and young 

people into.contact with quality performances in the Performing 
.... • Arts. • 

7. Priority should be given to increasing support, in association with 
the States and Territories, for organisations taking the Performing 
Arts into the country. 

8r Some funds should be allocated each year to the commissioning of 
T new works (usually in association with other organisations). 

9.. Some funds should be set aside each year to help finance cultural • 
exchanges in the Performing Arts with other countries to even out 
the effect of these on the Council's budget. Even so magor plans 

• may need to be provided for by special submissions. 

10. Grants should not be made for capital purposes from the Council's 
normal sources. If it is felt that a specially strong case could 
be made for commonwealth support, it is suggested that the 
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application concerned should be the subject of a special submiss-
ion to Cabinet. : 

There have been some misunderstandings about the role of 
the Council in relation to the Elizabethan Theatre Trust. The ideal 
future situation will be that the opera, the ballet, and the drama com-
panies* involved will be separate autonomous bodies, receiving their^,. 
funds direct from the Council. The Trust's function will then be pure-
ly; as an entrepreneur, to arrange for visits from overseas companies or 
for visits by Australian companies overseas, and also to provide certain 
administrative services such as accounting and publicity. The existing 
levels of the Trust's finances are that it receives at present $1 million 
'from the Commonwealth and a total of $550,500 from the States, much the 
biggest item on this being a special grant from N.S.F. of $200,000. The 
Trust has sought for 1968-69 increases of this to the extent of approx-
imately $300,000. A detailed break-down of the existing allocation 
gives the following figures:-

Allocation 

Orchestra 
Production Division 

Australian Ballet School 
Australian Ballet 
Drama Activities 
G-rants and Assistance 
Marionette Theatre 
Opera Company Main Season 

Balance of Year 

23,000 
249,754 
157,500 
•25,000 
•28,327 
296,000 
180,000 
290,000 
. 10,000 

Perth Festival 
Trust Administration 
Other Activities 

'245,000 
30,000 

7,000 

Total Allocation $1,541,581 
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A further break-down of the 1968 allocation to drama 
gives the following figures: 

FEDERAL .ACTIVITIES. 
National Institute of Dramatic Art 22,00 

N.S.W.ACTIVITIES. 
Old Tote Theatre -

Sydney 
Playwrights\ Studio 

VICTORIAN ACTIVITIES 
Melbourne Theatre Company 

(including Tasmanian Tour) 55.000 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ACTIVITIES. 
South Australian Theatre Company 17.000 

QUEENSLAND ACTIVITIES 
Old Tote Visit - Brisbane 

WEST AUSTRALIAN ACTIVITIES 
National Theatre 

(including Hole in The Wall) 

CANBERRA ACTIVITIES. 
Canberra Repertory Society 

' ' TOTAL ALLOCATION $157,500 

In addition to these figures there is an -application 
for 1969 for $23,000 to enable the Old Tete to visit the Queensland 
country, $16,000 for a visit to Canberra, and $13,000 for a visit to 
New Guinea. 

30,000 
10,000 
40,000 

10.000 

12,000 

1.500 



In addition to the various activities already mentioned 
as planned, the Council should he able to use its influence on all sec-
tions of the community to increase the level of funds available for the 
Arts ^n Australia. It should advertise the essential nature of the 
Arts to Australians, not as a hidden persuader but as a very obvious and. 
public persuader. Obviously the biggest initial help can come from 
the States, but there are also relatively untapped sources in the pro-
vision of tax concessions for sums given to the Arts, which have provid-
ed the United States with some of their most notable bequests, and also 
in approaches to organisations both in management and in labour. For 
instance, August Heckscher, Director of the 20th Century Fund and one-
time special consultant on the Arts to President Kennedy, in an address 
in New York to the annual A.F.L. - C.I.O,. National Conference on Commun-
ity Services, said that in his opinion "labour and the labour union 
have a large part in sustaining the great institutions of the Arts. 
Labour has a first task, I would-suppose, to train and to educate its 
own members so that they can enjoy the life of the Arts. . Labour has a 
second job, without which the first would be in vain. That is to up-
hold a higher standard <of beauty and professional competence within the 
Arts. The leader of a great Union came to me recently, asking my advice 
and counsel. He said 'Our Union is building-a^housing development as^ 
means of using our .funds, and giving housing to peo.pie who live here in 
the city. .But I don|t want this to be an ordinary housing development; 
In.design, in imagination, I-want'it to represent the finest that the 
architecture of our time is able to produce'.. 

It seemed to me that that imaginative labour leader 
was trying to establish by dramatic and physical symbol the fact that 
labour in America does care for beauty and the abiding values of civil-
isation and that, unless there is this beauty at the highest level, 
there cannot be the satisfaction of art in the daily employment of free 
time". " Well, no:doubt we should allow for the fact that Mr. Heckscher 
was addressing a Union conference, and that he was hoping to urge them on 

* to higher efforts, but it is undoubtedly true that a vast amount more 
could be done to establish liaison between the Arts and Unions. 'A very 
good example was provided at the last Adelaide Festival of Arts, when 
poetry readings were given at various factories, at the abbatoirs, and 
even on board a ship. These all we^t extraordinarily well, and there 
is obviously great scope for further activities of this kind. 

But-perhaps"the-most important of all the tasks of the 
Council for the Arts will be to bring ,t}ie Arts more and more into the 
education of Australians, both ..children and adults. For instance, in 
the field of drama, the process' can begin with the very young by 
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encouraging Children's Theatre. Then all advanced colleges and 
Teachers' Colleges should be encouraged to supply courses for teachers 
o"f Drama at primary and secondary school level. There could be a tre-
mendous development in the use of audio-visual aids. There is great 
fccope for the establishment of a Drama Camp for young people, similar 
to the very successful Music Camps which ha.ve been in existence for 
some -years. It is very little use touring the schools with bits and 
patches of Shakespearian'plays, but enormous benefit could come from 
the providing of free transport to bring children to a city where there 
is a really professional theatre. In all fields of the Arts, not only 
Drama, the -Universities could do a great deal more than they attempt at 
the moment. For instance, the Australian National University has done 
something which has already been proved overseas to be very worthwhile, 
in instituting artists in residence at the University. •• The A.N.U. has 
already had painters, poets and musicians on its campus, with consider-
able mutual benefit. 

There are great and special difficulties facing the Aus-
tralian Council for the Arts in its future administration of the funds 
available from the G-overnment for the Arts. The most obvious diffi-
culties are.to do with Australia's enormous size and relatively tiny 
population. The Council obviously must do all in its power to encour-
age the highest professional standards, but at the same time it is a 
federal body and it must do its best to inspire regional loyalties to 
the Arts. With the predominantly suburban pattern of Australian 
civilisation, there is a strong case for the ultimate- development of 
cultural centres, comprising museums, galleries and theatres in areas 
such as, for example, Newcastle, Y/oollongong, Ballarat, Y/hyalla. But 
at present these must remain long-term objectives, to be encouraged as 
far as possible by the States. If Commonwealth funds are available, 
they should be backed by State funds. It remains therefore for the 
Commonwealth Council to do its best with the limited funds available. 

These funds are pitiably small, as can be seen by compar-
ing the allocations to the Art3 of little countries like Austria or 
Denmark with those of Australia. The Council can and will apply for 
m»re funds in next year's budgetary allocation, but the real source of 
pressure will come from the people themselves.: The Government has 
already demonstrated its good faith, even though at minimal cost t* 
itself. It is now up to the people of Australia to show that they con-
sider, the' Arts to. be essential and not simply a luxury, * 
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COMMENTS ON MR, DUTTON'S PAPER 

"by M.H. Bone 
Director of Technical Education 

Mr. Dutton was introduced as courageous and outspoken, unsentimental 
and stimulating. After listening to his address on "The Work and Prospeots 
of the Australian Council for the Arts", there is little doubt that this 
description fits him. He was provocative and frank and' while being properly 
controversial within the context of the Seminar put forward some impressive 
facts about G-overnment aid (or lack of it) to the Arts. 

I was intrigued to see that Mr. Dutton, while being somewhat fear-
ful of the "icy fingers of bureaucracy", was not so frozen a3 to refuse to 
accept Commonwealth Government hand-outs in the form of largesse to the 
Commonwealth Literary Fund, the A.B.C., the Art Advisory Board, etc., etc.. 

I was quite intrigued with his definition of the essentiality of 
art; that is the willingness of people to pay for it. This is a fine earthy 
touch and may shock the esoteric, but brings the matter down to the lowest 
common denominator and strips it of everything but the essentials. Mr. 
Dutton makes a clear point and one which was, at least to me, a surprise that 
the Australian attitude which considers the theatre must make a profit is 
certainly not accepted in Germany where there is approximately 30 per cent 
return of costs. He traced the methods of making up funds through patronage, 
through the railway tycoons of U.S.A., then to the modern foundations, and 
warned us that these were beginning to dry upr • ' . • 

Even though the professional is prepared to devote a lifetime to 
raise standards, there is still the need for the amateur. Mr. Dutton appears 
to have small belief in the stamina and stubbomess of amateur theatre, 
however, as he regards these as the people who will collapse when their : 
"warm hands are clasped by the icy mechanical fingers of the institutionalised 
bureaucrat". I do not share his pessimism about the amateur, but enjoyed hi3 
colourful cliche to express the traditionally inaccurate view of Publio 
Servants. 

As a member of the Education Department responsible -for a number of 
innovations in secondary education and in the adult education field, I was a 
little dismayed to see that Mr. Dutton does* not realise that probably the 
greatest activity in drama education in this State takes place in our techni-
cal high schools, our adult, education centres and our teachers colleges. 
This with film study and the making of films constitutes a very large and 
significant movement in the field of performing arts, I would most certainly 
agree with him that the new Council oan do much to stimulate and encourage' 
this field, particularly with hard cash. It would be a pity not to recognise 
the tremendous amount that has been done by these tough amateurs who have 
hung on often in the face of great difficulties. ; ' 

Apart from these' few quibbles, I am sure the audience was delighted 
with the frank and constructive approach of a member of the Council ancU with 
Mr. Dutton's obvious desire to get something moving in a direction where it 
will have the most effect. His impressive figures to support M s argument 
and his clear enunoiation of the problems, all support what should "be ,'a.T 
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. SUMMARY OF. DISCUSSION AFTER MR. DUTTON'S LECTURE. 

Ghairman: M. H. Bone 
Director of Technical Education. 

JLa Mr. M.F.Page asked if there would be any possibility of something 
equivalent to the Commonwealth Literary Fund for artists and sculptors. 
Mr. G. Dutton replied that a similar Fund had already been discussed and 

: it was hoped would eventuate. 

2. Mr. G. M. Pullan was concerned that the Australian Council appeared in-
terested.in Television Films only and not in all aspects of film-making. 

-*''• Mr. Sutton. The Australian Council's interests were not restricted to 
.';' film television^ it was concerned about the development of all forms of 

. ...- film-making. 

j>. Mrs.'P. Macfarlane criticised publicity of the arts. She often missed 
music concerts, other performances of the arts and activities in the arts. 
Could publicity on the arts not be improved? 

•••z.;••-.Mr.G.. Dutton., The Australian Council was well aware that money should 
be spent on the publicity and promotion of the arts. It had been suggest-
ed, .to 'the Universities, for example, that they should study why audiences 
attend and why they do not. 
Mr.- C. Lawton commented that the S.A.Government Tourist Bureau published 
"What's' on in Adelaide" every month. 
Mr. D. Whitelock pointed out that within a budget, all avenues of adver- ' 

'' 'tisihg were tried but it was difficult to find support. Regarding, this 
particular Seminar, there had been an article'by a leading journalist,-

v smaller references and paid advertisements in "The Advertiser", wide cir^ 
cMlation of brochures by post butthe A.B.C. had declined an-' interview 
cbncerhing the -seminar for its "Today Tonight" programme. •.'..:./'.'..'• . 

.Dr« H. Medlin criticised the Australian Council for the composition of its 
members and lack of practitioners of the arts. The Chairman,Dr.Coombs, t" 
had stimulated mistrust rather than confidence by Australian arts organ-
isation for his previous chairmanship of the Australian Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust, which was notorious for its almost suppression of reports 
which should have been issued for general publication. Was there any in-
dication that Dr. Coom]® would lead the Australian Council better than he 

: did the A.E.T.T.? 
Mr. G.Dutton assured Dr. Mecllin that the "evil practices" of the Trust 
would not be followed by the Australian Council. It had already been 
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decided to publish all reports. Dr. Coombs had not been pushing A.E.T.T. 
Ballet and Opera at the expense of television, drama and films. 

5. Ifr.A.Roberts said that theatre desperately lacked professionals, \7ould 
the Australian Council be able to do anything about this problem? . . 

. Mr. &. Dutton. The Australian Council was well aware that many extreme-
ly good Australian professionals had to go overseas because of lack of 
wor̂ c in Australia. The Australian Council was hoping to provide for the 
training of professionals and wanted to establish as soon as possible a 
professional theatre which would provide full-time employment for 
artists. In time the number of professional actors etc, would compare 
more favourably with the number of professional musicians in Australia. 

6. Mr. F. H. Mares referred to publicity and wondered if it were not a 
criticism of local mass media. He suggested that publicity of popular 
theatre, such as Music Hall theatre, could help, as a start, publicity 
-of.all the arts. More interest in. popular theatre would lead to'greater 
interest in legitimate theatre. . 
Mr. G-. Dutton. The Australian Council had already discussed the question 
of whether or not publicity of drama should start with trying to encour-
age popular theatre. Professor Y.r. Cherry had commented that films, 
television and certain fields of drama were popular and he could not see 
why publicity of them should not be brought together. : 

7. Mr. &.. Dutton agreed.with Mr.. A. Roberts that it did not matter if ; 
popularity meant Shakespeare, or Music Hall, so long as it was 'well" 
done. • • . " . 

8. Mr. I. Davidson considered that films were never treated as an art form 
and were usually regarded as an entertainment or an education medium. 
He asked who was on the Film Sub-Committee of the Australian Council and 
had anyone any practical experience in films. 
Mr. G-. Dutton. Members of the Film Sub-Committee were all film makers, 
film critics or had. a. wide, knowledge of the-subject. Members of the 
Australian Council most familiar with the subject of films were responsi-
ble for the choice of the Film Sub-Committee Members. 

9. Mr. H. Brideson pointed out that the Library in South Australia had very 
few books about the performing arts and this was particularly noticed 
by visiting artists during Adelaide Festivals of Arts. Could the Aus-
tralian Council provide Libraries with grants especially for the pur-
chase of books on the performing art;s? 
Mr. G. Dutton. This was a valuable suggestion and would be brought up 
at the next meeting of the Australian Council. 

10. Mrs. P. Tahourdln had observed that there was a high standard of ex-
pression by amateur writers, but few could be encouraged to give up 
highly paid positions and devpte themselves to writing full-time. 
Mr. Dutton. Even writing almost non-stop did not always provide 
a writer with a large income. It was quite often the case that,^due 
to working at pressure in order to make a living, lower standard works 
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• resulted from writers. 

11. fe A. Philpot considered that there appeared to be confusion between 
the terms "professional" and "professionalism". A professional was 

- a person who earned his living by working at his art. Professionalism 
revealed a degree of dedication to what one professes. It involved 

» service to those who have a need and a want but cannot supply it for 
themselves. . • -

^ Mr. G. Dutton. The first moderate requirement was to do all to 
encourage completely professional activity. 

12. Lady Wilson hoped that if art organisations were to receive greater 
grants, it would be better distributed amongst professional or dedi-
cated amateur groups. Would lesser groups receive assistance as well 
as recognised professional groups? 
Mr. G. Dutton. The Australian Council considered that, to start with, 
• it seemed best to assist one professional company in the respective 
art. Later, grants would be given direct by the Australian Council to 
other companies in the particular art. 

13. Mr. Klepac criticised the State Government for only giving $5,000 to 
the Art Gallery of-South Australia for the purchase of works of art. 
Mr. Dutton. agreed that the situation was ridiculous but that the 
purchase of works of art was not in the charter of the Australian 
Council. 

oOo 
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FILM 
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Report of Discussion Group. Chairman: G. M. Pullan. 

I. We recommend that a NATIONAL FILM INSTITUTE be set up xr.Lth 
a central governing body and branches in each state, and that these 
governing bodies be comprised of persons acknowledged as represent-
ative of all aspects of film and film production in order to en- -
courage the development of the film as an art form. 

We recommend that the aims of the NATIONAL FILM INSTITUTE 
should include -

• (a) The formation of a comprehensive and up-to-date LIBRARY of -
films of artistic, cultural and technical merit (on the lines 
of the British Film Institute's Library in the United Kingdom), 
which would be made available for educational purposes and to 
those people who were seriously- studying the art of the film. . 

(b) .The provision of COURSES and LECTURES to promote the- study of 
film and television. ... 1 

(c) The provision of a JURY (comprising the President of the 
National Film Institute and other qualified people) to be set 
up at the headquarters of the National Film Institute for the 
purpose of making QUALITY AWARDS of monetary value sufficient 
to assist production costs for -

(i) scripts, 
(li) complete films 

•••". Suitable films and scripts to be pre-selected by each state 
for submission. 
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(!) Financial assistance for the entry of Australian films in 
International Film Festivals including the cost of sending 
delegates to such Festivals. 

(e) Acting in an advisory capacity on questions of copyright 
concerning -

(i) the rights of the producer. 
(ii) the'use of films and television programmes, or -

extracts from such films and television programmes,-
for educational purposes. 

•(f) Provision of LEGAL AID to establish international copyright 
if required. 

(g) Publication of a QUARTERLY JOURNAL (similar to 'Sight and 
Sound' published by the British Film Institute) containing 
articles on the art of the film, film reviews, and general 
information about film and television in Australia and other 
• parts of the world, and relevant activities taking place in 
. the various states. 

II, We recommend that State authorities provide in each 
.State a NATIONAL FILM THEATRE which would be available for the con-
tinuous showing of indigenous and foreign films of merit. 

III, ¥e recommend that Education authorities in each State in-
elude the study of film and television arts at primary, secondary 
and tertiary level. 

IV, We recommend that an approach be made to the Federal 
Government to eliminate import duties and/or Sales Tax on essen-
tial equipment and accessories to such equipment used in film/ 
television production, where such equipment is not available from 
Australian manufacturers. 

• . • * 

V, , v/e suggest two possible methods of raising revenues-

(i) Entertainment Tax - a levy to be placed on all 
theatre and cinema seats. 

' (ii) Tax on profit remittances from distribution of 
Australian films abroad. 
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VI. To assist the raising of tax mentioned in ItemV.(ii), .'• 
we recommend that agencies be appointed in various countries ^ 
• overseas to assist with promotion and sales. 

VII. We recommend the arrangement of lecture tours by persons 
^ of international standing in film and television. — 



WRITING- .AND PUBLISHING-. 

Report of Discussion Group, Chairman: Professor J. Colmer, 
Department of English, 
The University of Adelaide. 

The group first reviewed existing forms of aid to Aus-
tralian writers, both Federal and State. While approving in principle 
existing Federal aid as embodied in the Commonwealth Literary Fund, this 
in the opinion of the group represents at present little more than a 
token. The group is not aware of any substantial aid granted by the 
State Government of South Australia towards the fostering of creative 
literature, and this they deplore. 

The group recognizes that the creative impulse cannot be 
rigidly channelled, and that all expenditure must be regarded as invest-
ment for long term results. 

The following suggestions were put forward as means 
whereby aid to creative writing might be expanded at both Federal and 
State levels:. 

(1) ¥e would hope to see the Commonwealth Literary Fund Fellowships 
expanded in scale, and would particularly welcome, provision for 
those, Fellows who wished to do so to be given facilities, in 
addition to the present grants, to travel either within Australia 
or overseas. We view the award of a Fellowship as a recognition 
of talent and the provision of opportunity to work creqtively, 
rather than as a contract to undertake a specific work. 

(2) The group stresses the importance of grants for public and school 
libraries, in this instance for the stabilizing effect of pro-
viding a minimum market for all such publications as are properly 
to be acquired by such libraries. 
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The group advises that similar legislation to the Public Lending 
Right Bill at present under consideration in the United Kingdom 
should be investigated for possible application in Australia. 

* _____. 

The group advocates increases in the field of subsidies to maga-
zines and journals devoted to creative writing. In view of the 
importance of appealing to the youngest audience, we lay special 
emphasis on the need for a children's magazine. 

The group feels it would be valuable if grants could be made 
towards the formation of Writers' Workshops for developing 
writers, which they could travel to, and where they could work 
free of charge, snd also have the opportunity of meeting estab-
lished writers. 

In view of the statutory pi-ovision governing Australian content 
in radio and television programmes, the group would welcome pre-
vision of facilities for introducing writers to training in 
radio and television techniques. .. . 

The group would consider it desirable that an'Arts Advisory 
Committee be appointed to advise the Government of South Aus-
tralia in the granting of assistance to literature and the arts, 
as in New South Wales. Possibly the source of revenue for this . 
could be a public 'lottery. 

The group advocates that a grant should be made to the Children's 
Book Council of South Australia. 

»0o 
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THE VISUAL ARTS. 

Report of Discussion Group. Chairman: G. Samstag. 
S.A.School of Art. 

Six points were considered to be basic to the interests of 
visual arts and artists in regard to Government aid. 

1. A Ministry of the Arts. 
Establishment of a Federal Ministry of the Arts to co-ordinate aid 
to the arts and-administer such aid cai an equitable basis, 
(see following points). 

Polls of artists as a democratic method of electing advisory body 
members. ' 
It was thought that the ministry if established, should set up 
advisory boards similaf- to the Australian Council for the Arts and 
The Arts Council of S.A. but that these bodies should be comprised 
of members elected by votes or polls of members of art societies 
and practising artists. Through these polls the most active and 
creative artists would be elected, and through periodic repolling 
the advisory bodies would be truly and continually representative 
of the artist's needs. . ^ 

3. Grants, Scholarships and Fellowships. 

A. State and federal scholarships for travel and study abroad 
are well merited and badly needed in State Art Schools. These 
should be available for Painting and Sculpture Fine Art stu-
dents as a somewhat urgent matter in South Australia. In 
several cases first-rate talents developed at considerable 
cost to the public have been unable to continue to work for 
lack of the encouragement a scholarship gives to a top student 
and the prestige in the resultant market. 
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B. Sabbatical leave for tertiary art lecturers. These leaves are 

under consideration in some states and are being initiated in 
others. A general system for all States is thought to be de-
sirable and necessary. 

C. Grants to Art Societies - for worthy purposes, i.e. establish-
ment of cultural youth centres, public lecture programmes ete-j " 

Exhibitions - Invitational and Competitive. 

A. International exchange exhibitions (e.g. Venice, Biennale, Expo 
70 etc). 

B. Interstate exchange exhibitions. 

C. Country travelling exhibitions - (a trained exhibition officer 
to accompany exhibitions. ) 

D. Prizes to attract and encourage high level participation in 
important exhibitions. 

Art in Public Works and Buildings. 
Precedents exist for allocations of of'the total cost of public 
buildings to art works. This practise should be in effect in all 
states and especially in South Australia with regard to th-0 Adelaide 
Festival of Arts. (Parks and gardens should also be included). 

Propaganda. 
To include visual aids, publicity, gallery bulletins and the 
financial encouragement of such worthy publications as 'Arts and 
Australia'. It is thought that an index of such bodies as the 
Australian Council for the Arts, Arts Council of S.A., etc. listing 
their membership would serve an extremely useful purpose. 

oOo 



V OPERA, BALLET AND MUSIC. 

Report of Discussion Group. Chairman: P. R. Tahourdin. 

Since the majority of its members represented Ballet the 
Committee spent much of its time discussing this subject. It was 
agreed to concentrate on the need for G-overnment Aid in South Australia, 
since both Ballet and Opera are at present subsidised at the Federal 
level through the Elizabethan Theatre Trust. 

To begin with a statement of general policy was agreed 
upon as follows: * 

"The aims in these Arts should be towards achieving a degree 
of professionalism which at precent is not possible. We 
note with concern that partly professional or amateur bodies 
are already providing facilities which it is rightly the 
responsibility of the government to support." 

The committee then agreed that there should be a central 
body in the State, acting on export advice, to administer such funds as 
are made available. 

• % 
AS a first step towards the establishment of fully pro-

fessional companies the following recommendations were put forward: 

Opera 
It was noted that the Intimate Opera Group would require a. 

minimum annual subsidy of §30,000 to place it on a fully professional 
footing. However, it was suggested that a grant of §8,000 per annum 
would enable the initial step to be taken of appointing a full-time 
Artistic Director. 
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It -was recommended that, In order to brine South Australia 

S t ^ L S d V ^ S t a t e - f i ^ c i a l ^ granted to t e S o established ballet companies already in existence in South Australia. 

at loaU n n ^ S° U t h A u sJ r a l i a 2 1 B a l l e t Company would require aid^of at least $6,000 per annum to ensure its continued existence, to in-
o ^ f l V f r f ° f

+
l t S C O U n t i y t 0 U r S' t 0 ^ retainers to its direct-ors and to broaden its already wide educational programme in primal and secondary schools. • ^ b i^xmaxy 

The Australian Bance Theatre would require aid of $6 000 
M ^ p S T a 3o i S t ? t h e P^vision of salaries for an Artistic ' 

anct a Promotions Officer, to enable more programmes to ba rrs-
pared and for such programmes to be presented at regular intervals in country towns and in schools. * ^guiar intervals m 

In addition, it was recommended' that the Arts Complex i m -
posed m the de Gaetani report on Adelaide's Festival h S i be Speeded 
thectLl f U r S e n C y ' ^ t h a t t h e theatres c o n S n e d L the Complex be made available to the opera and ballet companies refer^d 
1 S e n ? L % n 0 m l r i a l C h a r g e' X t W £ S SUS§e3ted that, until such time 
To cover T +,° PT a t i V eJ. tJ 3 U b S ± d y b G g r a n t S d t 0 t h £ companies to cover the cost of the hire of theatres and halls. 

+ n Throughout these discussions it -was stressed that suitable 
^ d e r s S i n f I T ^ T * e 8 s e n t i a 1 ' i n courage - love anS 
understanaing of tne arts m successive generations. 

Music. 

YIith r e f e r ence to the educational programmes referred to 
andleoo I"33 f 0 0 ™ ^ t h a t ^ ^ ^ e on musi ̂ education at primary and secondary levels be increased substantially. 

be v, ' V ^commended that a professional chamber orchestra 
w sG ^ f U S t r a l if ^epandantty of the A.B.C., and it 
f n ™ L ! f f i ̂  ! S U G h ^ o r c h G s t r a c o u l d b e made available for per-formances of ballet and opera. 

V a A a , .. , w a s recommended that grants should be made at the -' 
i l t T . a S S i S t A u s t r a l ian musicians and ensembles to under-
^ J r s s ^ r ^ s : " ' ^ t h e r e b y t o h e i p p r o m o t e t h e ° f 
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So far as composers are concerned, it wa3 pointed out that 
a composer earns his living in two principle ways, (a) through commiss-
ions and (b) throtigh performing fees, received as a result of broadcast 
and public performances of his music. T/ith this in mind the following 
recommendations were put forward. 

Commissions: Funds should be made available to commission composers 
to undertake specific compositions. It was considered important that 
the time required to complete the work be borne in mind, in order to 
ensure that a fee was paid which would be commensurate with the main-
tenance of a reasonable standard of living during that time. 

Performing f.ees: Since no composer can hope to receive substantial 
performing ̂ fees from performances of his'music in any one country alone, 
it is important his music be performed overseas as well as in Australia. 
To this end, it was recommended that an organisation be established at 
Federal level to promote Australian music, both within Australia and 
-overseas , on similar lines to the Donemus Foundation in Holland and the 
C^hadiah :Music Center. • 

Bearing in mind these recommendations, it is apparent that 
the current allocation to the Commonwealth Music Board is totally in-
adequate and should be substantially increased. 

oOo 
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THE THEATRE : • 

-.::R.eP.ort o f Discussion Group. Chairman: F. H» Mares, 
Department of English, .•'...•: 
The University of Adelaide. :'. 

'is 

^ The.group took as the basis of its discussion the ten prin-
ciples. for the allocation of funds by the Australian Council for-the 
Arts set out by Mr. Geoffrey Dutton in his paper. 

1» For the present, grants should'be made only to organisations in the 
performing arts - i.e. applications arising from film, television and 
other arts should be deferred pending the outcome of the reports from 
the various Committees of the Council. 

There was no dispute on this, and only the recommendation that for the 
benefit of all concerned the reports should be presented and where ; . 
appropriate implemented as soon as possible. . 

2: ,grants'should first be made to support, at existing levels'of opera- -J1 
tiori, organisations at present receiving support from the Commonwealth. 
'It. Was recognised that this was proper procedure at the present time",— 
when the Council for the Arts has had- scarcely time to establish itself, • • 1« 
and none to make a full review of the responsibilities it has to take .1 

q over from the Elizabethan Theatre Trust and other bodies. It was hoped .:! 
that it .would be possible not simply to'maintain but to increase the • < 
grants made in certain areas. .;! 

Proposed expansions and the soale of their activity should be con-
oidored along with other applications. 

On this point it was'felt very strongly that the criteria of judgement' 
between one application and another made to the Council should be clearly 
defined, and the reasons for its decisions as far as possible open to 



public scrutiny. This matter was returned to at the end-of the meeting 
andfit was suggested that the procedures of the Australian Universities 
'Commission and the Australian Research Grants Commission might provide 
a valuable model. Applicants to the latter name their own referees; 
a committee of the Commission visits the major centres and interviews 
applicants; it can also refer matters put to it to expert witnesses 
of its own selection. 

4 . Grants should be directed primarily to the development of pro-
fessional performance, and should, therefore, go primarily to wholly 
professional groups, to otPxers for the purpose of increasing their pro-
fessional content, or to organisations providing, them with'professional 
help or services. 

'There was much discussion of this point: the way in which 'professional' 
should be understood was debated, and the distinction between 'profess-
ional' and 'commercial'. Professional groups were distinguished as 
those operating to provide a community service, and not basically for 
profit. For South Australia at the present time it was felt that 
certain things were of outstanding importance. These were strongly 
.urged, and there was no disagreement about what they were. The first 
need was the establishment of a. South Australian Theatre Company on a 

. permanent professional year-round repertory basis. Most actors here at 
present do not have the basic security of assured regular employment; 
to produce their best a. group of actors needs to work together frequently 
and in a variety of different plays; public support can be aroused for 
a company that is known and has a permanent basis much more" easily than 
for one which is formed in an ad hoc way for each production or for a 
brief season only.. 

A permanent company must have a permanent home. Since the 
Council (see sec. 10) does not intend to make grants for capital works it 
was hoped that the State Government would see the proposed Festival Hall 
•complex as the natural permanent home of a South Australian Theatre" 
Company, would: give the most sympathetic consideration to its needs in 
the.design of the project, and would call on the best professional help -
both architectural and theatrical - to this end. It was pointed out 
-that for the performing arts to flourish at their best more Vv^ls needed 
than, a theatre ...building, even one equipped generously with workshops, 
storage space, rehearsal rooms, etc. A club-room, a licensed restaur-
ant, a place for exhibitions, could all help to make the Festival Hall 
complex an amenity valuable to all our society, and provide an ambience 
in which the performing arts could find their place as an accepted and 
highly-regarded part of civilized life. 

It was felt that some of the aims proposed in item (4)-would 
be met by the establishment of a permanent Theatre Company in Adelaide. 
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: This would be the proper organisation to"provide 'professional help 
or services' to other groups. The services of a director or of skilled 
stage or lighting.technicians could be made 'available for ;other groups• 
•property or costume hire systems might be developed, etc. The Dis--: ' 
cussion Group did not think that only professional adtivities should 
be supported,- though these had an obvious priority..' 'It was thought 
that tfte establishment of a Permanent Company - might have the effect"7"" 
of pplarising and clarifying the present situation in the-theatre in 
bouth Australia, where it is by no means clear which-activities are• ' 
wholly or partly professional and which are amateur;' and where it is 

• often found that the same people perform in'all three categories as 
opportunity offers. If this clarification took place it-was thought 
that certain amateur organisations might appear whose'standards would 
be high enough to merit support in some cases, and which would provide 
the community with something (perhaps of a specialised or avant-garde 
kimdj of value. For example, plays involving large casts (e.g. Peter 
Weiss, Marat-Sade) would probably be beyond the financial scope of a 
professional company, without special grants. " -

5. High priority should be given to supporting and 'developing facili-
ties for professional training in the Performing Arts, for directors. 
artists, technical and administrative staff. 

It was suggested that management should be added'to' the list of pro-
fessional functions in the theatre for which training was required. It 
was thought that m South Australia professional training could'most 
usefully and effectively be provided in association with the Permanent : 
Theatre Company proposed above. Precise details.would need careful " 
working cut, and there would need to be co-operation between State and ' 
federal bodies. Funds should also be provided for scholarships, to •• 
enable promising young people to take up professional training" for the . 
theatre, to send outstanding young practitioners overseas to enlarge 
their experience, and - perhaps most important of all - to bring dis- • 
tmguished men of the theatre tc Australia for extended periods. It 1 

was pointed out that to bring - say - Peter Brook to Australia for a 
l^i- ^ f hn-m 'TOrk f o r t h r e e o r four, months each with several es- , 
S i » ^' a U SJ: r a :^ c o m P ^ i e s ^eht well do more for Australian' theatre 
ztUM sending twenty promising young actors (who.might never come back) : 

^ ^ V , ^ ^ ™ u l d ^ to pay'a very high price to get 
people of tne highest standing it would be well worthwhile. * t 

"i fiiority should be given to the extension, in association with'the ; 
otates and Territories, of work to bring school children and young 
people.into-contact with quality performances in the Performing Arts. * 

lu^estp r l% PT e r? ^ ^ h° r S e S a n d W a t e r : t h e t o n e o f t h i s section ' S C ~ the_Group force-feeding with culture:.we are all for fos-tering oji enthusiastic appreciation of the performing arts' in young", 



people based on the widest possible experience of first-class perform-
ances. Several practical suggestions were made. - The 'Youth Concert' 

.principle might be extended to. the theatre, and special 'Youth Nights' 
.. or-'Youth. Seasons' put on. Schools when making block bookings should 
be encouraged as.far as possible to let their senior students come as 
individuals,.bring their girl .aid boy friends, sit in small groups 
through the hall; not wear- uniform, not march in,.sit, and march out 
in. a.block. Consideration should be given to the different needs and 
interests of different age groups. Young children are good audiences, 
and respond.easily to the 'make-believe1 aspect of theatre. Older 
children (say fran 12 on) are more critical, more blase, and some at 
this stage ihight become interested in the mechanics of the theatre. A 
special performance where, before or after, they could go backstage, 
and observe make-up and costume, scene shifts and lighting, might 
bring them in.: ,It was felt that in general it might be better to bring 
children in from a distance to see a well-mounted production than to 
send_a necessarily limited and perhaps improvised one to their own 
school hall. In spite of much good work, much still could be done in the 
education of teachers in the performing arts. The tendency to teach 
a play text as a book and not as a score for performance was wide-
spread. Perhaps a'drama camp' on the lines of 'music camp* could be 
organised,,where children could practice the performing arts under-ex-
-pert direction* 

Priority should be given to increasing support, in association with 
the :States and the Territories, for organisations taking the Performing 
Arts into the country. 1 ' 

The likely organisations for this activity were thought to be the S.A. 
Theatre Company touring its own productions, the Arts Council sponsor-
• ing tours or the Elizabethan Theatre Trust in its future function 
'purely as an entrepreneur'. The problem was a serious one, and in-
creasingly so since with the advent of television in the country local 
amateur work had dropped off sharply. One member reported that there 
were only five entries for a drama festival in the South East which he 
adjudicated recently. Tours could be highly successful (e.g. the 
recent visit of The Magistrate to Itenmark), but with the distances 
involved, particularly in this State, for a one night stand, they were 
expensive. Cooperation from local Councils.was essential and their 
-financial involvement desirable. Careful advance publicity bjr someone 
personally acquainted with the district to be visited was important, 
and efforts should be made to make the visit of a touring company an 
important and lively local occasion. 

8 * ' Some -funds should be allocated each year to the commissioning of 
•new works (usually in association with other organisations). "" 
V/hile wholly in sympathy with the principle behind this item the 
Discussion Group felt that it was perhaps expressed in dangerously 
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limited terns. ..-Some such, statement as ..the .following was -suggested:-
'Some funds should b.e available, each year to help make possible the 
writing and production of r.ow Australian plays.' It was felt that 
the offering of commissions alone would not be the best way to encour-
age local playwrights. A play does not properly exist until it is 
performed. It is common experience that even with experienced drama-
tists a good deal of revision is needed in rehearsal., to make a'play-
scrip̂ ;. properly playable - and very few Australian playwrights, for 
obvious reasons, are experienced. As well as direct commissioning of 
plays there would need perhaps to be special support for the production 
of new local plays, so that it would be possible to give them 'work-
shop' productions before they went into rehearsal for public perform-
ance. Plays would certainly be written without being commissioned, and 
some of these might deserve support. A playwriting fellowship could 
be offered at a lecturer's salary in Flinders University, the Aus-
tralian National University, or New South Wales Drama Departments 
should a promising talent appear. The Playwright's Fellowship in the 
Drama Department at Bristol University (U.K.) was held by John Arden 
before his talents had been widely recognised. If a writer with an' 
established reputation in another field - say the novel - wishes-to write 
a play, he will.almost certainly have a lot - of a technical kind- to 
learn. ̂  .He could perhaps be helped more by a bursary that would. support 
him while he worked with a theatre company for six months than by a, 
direct commission. It was suggested by one member that commissions were 
of little use, and that a regular competition with a substantial cash 
prize and the guarantee of at least workshop production would be more 
valuable. 

9* t Some funds should be set aside each year to help finance cultural 
exchanges in the Performing Arts with other countries- to even out the 
effect of these on the Council's budget. Even so ma.jor plans may heed 
to be provided for by special submissions? : ' : 

Discussion was unable to elicit the meaning of the last eleven words in 
the first sentence above. It was suspected - and indeed hoped - that' 
they had been transposed accidentally in typing, and should be the con-
clusion of the second, not the first, sentence. It' was'agreed that 
cultural exchanges were highly desirable, but recognised - as implied 
by the revised reading proposed above - that this was an area where a 
lot of money could be spent, and that this money should not be provided 
by the Australian Council for the Arts if. this meant cutting down the 
support for local performances. Perhaps the small cultural branch of 
the Department of External. Affairs could be expanded. 
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10. Grants should not be made for capital purposes from the Council's 
normal 'sources. If it is felt that a specially strong case could be 
made for Commonwealth support, it is suggested that the application con-
cerned should be the subject of a special submission to Cabinet. 

The discu>s,ion recognised that this was a necessary limitation of the 
Council'§ activities. The question of capital needs brought the 
group b a c k M r . Potter's remarks in his opening address on the State 
Government's proposals for a Festival Hall, and to its own earlier 
comments an'the need for a permanent home for a South Australian 
Theatre Company. After the discussion of the ten.principles set out 
in Mr. Dutton's paper, the Discussion Group went on to consider several 
further, matters: 

(a).. The, relation between the nexj Council and the Elizabethan Theatre 
..-.' Trust. . 

It was felt that Mr. Dutton's elucidation (final paragraph of his paper) 
left some matters still not quite clear. Some doubt was expressed as 
to whether the Trust, being an entrenched body with established connec-
tions,' would be altogether willing expeditiously to give up powers it 
now. held to'the Council for the Arts, so bringing about the 'ideal, 
future situation'. It was pointed out that the position of the South 
Australian Theatre Company might be anomalous, since it was a direct 
..offshoot of the Trust. Unlike the theatre companies now supported by the 
Trust in some other St ates, it had no history of previous autonomous 
existence. While it appeared that Federal money at present dispensed 
to the Performing Arts through the Trust would in future come to the 
Council, there was.no indication about State and other funds now given 
to the Trust. -It"was hoped, therefore, that the bulk of State ana 
other non-Federal money now going to the Trust would in future be pro-
vided. directed to the local organisations in need of support, or routed 
to them through a South Australian Council for the Performing Arts, 
(see (e) below). 

(b) The Role of the Critic. 
It was strongly felt by some members that the popular media in Aus-
tralia did not meet their responsibilities to the public in regard to 
the criticism of the Performing Arts. Criticism was often ill-
Informed and insufficiently aware of standards. We urge th<? Council 
to do what it ban to persuade newspapers and broadcasting stations to 
raise the standard of criticism in the arts, and at the least to use a 
thoroughly competent professional journalist, with an interest in and 
knowledge of the theatre as a drama critic. 



41. 
(c) Performing Rights in Australia. . 

At present it is generally the case that performing rights are given ' 
for the whole of Australia. It seems inequitable and absurd, as well 
as not in the best interest of the author, that because a company in ! 

Sydney has bought the rights to a play, but not produced it, thafplay , 
cannot be performed in Perth or Adelaide. We ask the Council to use' ' 
its influence to improve this situation, and suggest that rights' " "'< 
should be on a State rather than a Commonwealth basis. 

(d) Subsidising the Audience. - * 

It was thought important that there should be a range of seat prices 
within the theatre, and that a reasonable number of seats should . , • : 
always be available at cheap prices. The commercial theatre traded : 

(to the detriment of the theatre generally) on the idea of social ex-
clusiveness. The theatre should be for everybody: it could not' be- .-' 
this until people could go to the theatre as cheaply as to a drive-in 
cinema. The Council for the Arts was concerned with subsidising pro-
fessional theatre, and should not measure success by the relation- of ' 
box office returns to expenditure. It was more important that a play 
should have an audience than that it should make money, 

Ce) A South Australian Council for the Performing Arts. ' ' • 
The Discussion Group agreed, but not unanimously, that it was in prin-
ciple in favour of the establishment of a South Australian Council for 
the Performing Arts, on' the general lines proposed in the de Gaetani 
report to the previous State Government. • , 

Conclusion. - ;••• • 

• The discussion covered a wide range, but it seemed to be gen-
erally agreed that basic to the prosperity of the Performing Arts in 
South Australia was the establishment of a South Australian Theatre Com-
pany on a permanent repertory basis with, as it was said 'a sound indus-
trial base.1 Such a Theatre Company needs a-permanent theatre and the 
proposed Festival Hall complex seems the obvious place for it. With 
these two things established, many othdr desirable aims - such as country 
tours or the development of a love of the theatre in school children -
could more easily be achieved. With its own theatre and a,'sound-
industrial base' the South Australian Theatre Company, in conjunction' 
with the Adelaide Festival of Arts might well achieve an international' 
reputation, comparable (say) with that of the Stratford (Ontario) 
Shakespeare Company. . Stratford is a very much smaller town than 1." 
Adelaide. 
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